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Is it correct to fight over

Nehru’s legacy? 

a) Yes

b) No

c) Can’t say

To vote, log on to 
www.theglobaltimes.in
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F
rom the promise of blissful

sweetness that glistens on soft

jalebis to its syrup dripping from the

wounds of men. From being the emotion

that brought warmth to our hearts, love has

left many cold in their graves. Rivers of

blood over two drops of water. The culprit?

ANGER. Anger is never without a reason,

but seldom for a good one. It is ironic that

the things meant to regale our hearts have

now become the very reasons for anguish,

pain, disappointment and death; all

courtesy – anger. 

Sweet death ray
Reported: Jalebis delayed; man shot over

250gms of jalebi
One minute - quelling of all sweet

cravings…sheer delight! And the other

minute-a deafening, lethal, antagonistic

gunshot; the jalebi has come a long, albeit

tragic way. Sadly, enough anger has

pushed humanity to a dismal level where

the sweetest of sweetmeats intended to

kindle happiness has its sweetness

immersed in the blood of its creator. 

Ponder: “Orange colour happiness is what

I used to be but when did my colour

change from orange to red?”

Tale of the lovers
Reported: Love Jihad and honour killing

take a toll on lovers

The emperor of emotions - love is

regarded as the greatest happiness of one’s

life. Bringing warmth to our hearts, love

has healed the deepest of wounds, not

caused them. But even this ‘strong

emotion’ could not survive perils of anger.

Love, the essence of humanity, when

plagued with vexation, mocks its very

human spirit. The result – bloodshed.

Ponder: “I was the purest of emotions and

all that is left of me is destruction.”

Blood, blood everywhere
Reported: Feud over water, man shoots

neighbour

The fantasy of many romantic writings;

rippling down the streams, caressing the

land and bringing life to all its creatures…

water is the elixir of life not the cause of

turbulence: only if humans would realise. 

Ponder: “For how long will you use me to

quench your angry thirst?” 

The rogue land
Reported: Man kills roommate over a rent

of Rs 150

Land is an asset that houses the 1.3 billion

population of India. But, today it has

become the cause of anguish taking form

of land disputes, some of which only end

with the end of lives. Land is the nurturer,

the mother protecting us from tremors and

harbouring our lives. Then why are we still

fighting over land? 

Ponder: “All of you are my children and

welcome to live in peace in my bosom, and

yet you continue to trample over this old

mother’s heart?”

Ponder. The Indian society of the 21st

century is a complicated paradox. The In-

dian society looks something like this

today: “I continuously honk when some-

one is driving slowly, but I shall shoot a

person who dares to honk at me.” “I will

not think twice before spending on my

leisure, but will shoot down a toll booth at-

tendant if asked for toll.” “I am the future,

but I shall do things today to ensure there

is no future.” 

Ponder again. Anger in the minds of the

suppressed Indians made independence a

reality. Our forefathers armed with ahimsa
won us freedom. But anger today in its un-

tamed manifestations has turned Gandhi’s

land into a violent battlefield over the most

trivial issues. Anybody can be angry - that

is easy, but to be angry with the right per-

son, to the right degree, at the right time,

for the right purpose, and in the right way–

is the need of the hour. The question is: can

the angry vexed Indian do that?G  T

Diffuse that short fuse 
Anger has pushed humanity to a dismal level where even sweetmeats have their

sweetness immersed in the blood of their creator. A case of anguish gone astray

K
eeping in tandem with
the times, the
Millennium City’s

Commissioner of Police, Alok
Mittal is using technology to
fight crime. Police apps,

helplines, Twitter and FB
accounts to keep us safe…he is

doing it all to make us feel
secure. Shipali Ranjan, X
C & Rohan Aggarwal, XI
C, AIS Gur 43 in an
exclusive interview …

Your drive to sensitise school
children against cyber crime
and bullying has been a great
success with the ‘Cyber Safe
Campaign’. What do you
plan to do further in this
direction?
We aim to establish Cyber

Congress in all the 35,

schools where senior

students who

are well

versed with

IT will

form a

nucleus and

become consultant mentors to help students who face

problems in the cyber world. We are soon going to

launch an online, graded class- wise ‘Cyber Safety

Quiz’ in all schools. We have already prepared a

question bank of 2000 questions for it. We are

working on the software.

You are known to be a net-savvy officer. Tell us
about your initiatives to connect with people
through social media and networks.
We have used technology in every way to improve

the quality of our services, to gather feedback and

improve the interaction with the people. We

encourage the citizens to engage with us on our page

via various social networking sites like Facebook and

Twitter. We also update the page with information

regularly and interact with the public. We have

launched the Gurgaon Police mobile app. Another

medium to remain accessible is our WhatsApp

Messenger Service as part of the Citizen Connect

initiative. This new service will strengthen Gurgaon

Police’s social presence and is an attempt to have a

direct and more transparent connect with its

residents. Through WhatsApp citizens can report

incidences of corruption across government

departments, harassment by any government officer,

cases of crime and illegal activities, traffic related

complaints including cases of overcharging or

misbehaviour by auto drivers, or any other similar

problem can be reported.

The Gurgaon police is attempting to project a more
people-friendly image. Do you think  that they have
been successful in establishing a better relationship

with the residents?
We have been making sincere efforts in this direction

and have succeeded to quite an extent. We want peo-

ple to be more responsive and use our public helplines

to inform us of any sort of corruption/grievance.

Any message for the school students? 
You are fortunate to be growing up in exciting times

with endless opportunities hence try to excel in what-

ever you do .This requires a lot of hard work as there

is no shortcut to success. You ought to be truthful to

achieve your goals.G  T

(Net)ting for crime

Rapid fire

• Highest point of your life – Cracking IIT Roorkee
• Your favourite author -Paulo Coelho
• Your inspiration- Work, parents, family and Mahatma Gandhi
• Your favourite book-Autobiography of Mahatma Gandhi 
• Your favoruite actor- Amitabh Bachchan
• In your free time you like to- Spend time with family & friends

AIS GUR 43

Illustration: Melanie Kathuria, AIS Gur 43, XII B

Pics: Kunal Kapur, AIS Gur 43, XIIC



The best first experience is one which leaves you with an
addiction. Working with GT was one such experience.  

Kaori Singh, AIS Gurgaon 43, XI B, Page Editor   
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A
h, New Year’s Eve! A day with a legit

excuse to party, splurge and  make

resolutions. But for Monica and Rajesh

Sharma, the idea of celebrations is a little different.

Ex-army officer, Rajesh Sharma’s heart still beats

for the country, which he expresses

unconventionally by serving tea to police officers

and security guards on duty on New Years’ Eve.

It starts with taking permission to enter sealed areas

and collecting information about the number of

policemen on duty, from the police commissioner.

Women from three families make the tea while the

men go out to hand it over. The cops with a grin of

gratitude and a smile of surprise accept the offerings

of about 15 people, who, for a day, exchange roles

to serve those who serve the country selflessly. You

must be wondering why, even with all the

complications involved, they have been doing this

for three years and plan to continue. What prompted

them to indulge in this noble exercise is no secret.

Moved by the selfless service, dedication and

sacrifice of the police officers and security guards,

who work tirelessly on festivals and public holidays

to shield us from the evils of this insecure world,

the couple decided to serve the force which is often

misunderstood.

The good work done by them does not end here,

Rajesh Sharma has inked an agreement with the

commissioner of police to hold regular training

workshops and communication classes for the

police force of Gurgaon. This couple embodies the

very essence of humanity.

What do we do when we see a traffic policeman

struggling at a dysfunctional red light? We try to

skip the light, move ahead, or sometimes cooperate.

What does Rajesh do? He parks his car, and helps

the policemen in managing traffic. It is only after

the traffic starts to flow normally that the couple

resumes their journey. It is difficult to make a

choice whether to brand his gesture as easy, simple

or exemplary!

Rajesh says, “There are always the good, the bad

and the ugly in every organisation, and the police

force is no different. But labelling them as heartless

diminishes their conviction.” They wage a daily

battle against poor infrastructure and training, and

instead of lending a helping hand; we walk away,

with scornful faces.

Remarkably modest and hopeful, the Sharmas only

hope that others take cue and follow suit.  Actually,

all you need to do is offer them a glass of water

amidst the scorching heat and pollution. Small

gestures definitely go a long way. The first step is

to unchain our thoughts from prejudices. The

second step calls for cooperation. Respect and

appreciation is next in queue. The fourth is to

collaborate and the last is to improve. The time is

ripe to stop taking the police force for granted. It

is time to cooperate with those trying to help. It is

time to reciprocate. It is time to change and to

decide whether we would be happy playing a mute

spectator or  be a compatriot.Would you rather be

the disease or the cure?G  T

The enlightening meet

Noble indeed

A cup of compassion
As the world parties the night out, the Sharmas usher in the New Year, serving tea to the cops on duty on the

streets of Gurgaon. Kaori Singh, XI B & Nikita Sondhi, XII A, AIS Gur 43, spoke to the noble couple

Illustration: Shreya Kumar, AIS Gur 43, XI C Pic: Utkarsh Kulshreshtha, AIS Gur 43, XII B

Pic: Kushagra Sachdeva, AIS Gur 43, XII B

AIS Gur 43

News Room 

Racking brain over best headline

United we think, united we act Artist at work Editor-in-chief takes note

We
THE TEAM
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n GT has been a beautiful journey for me and given me so
much to cherish: an experience of beautiful writing,
friendships and love. Thank you, GT! - 

Shreya Bansal, AIS Gur 43, XII B, Page Editor 

Send your answers to The Global Times, 
E-26, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 24 

or e-mail your answer at brainleaks@theglobaltimes.in

Name:..............................................

Class:...............................................

School:.............................................

Amity Institute
for Competitive 
Examinations
Presents

FOR CLASS XI-XII

Brainleaks-123

The probability that a randomly

chosen 3 digit number has exactly

3 factors is:

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Last Date 

Nov 27, 2014

correct entries win 
attractive prizes3

Shreya Bansal, AIS Gur 43, XI

O
ne question always perplexes

the fresh passouts, “Should I

join the college of my choice or

should I opt for my favourite course?”

GT comes to your rescue as it helps you

evaluate the weightage of each on

various grounds.

Basis: Your passion 

Course: Ever felt like one of those peo-

ple, who have that lifelong affinity to-

wards that one subject you’d go to

school for? It was a subject that you

were made for? Well, then choosing

your course is your priority! Shivangi

Mittal, AIS Gur 43, alumnus says, “I

feel that choosing course over college

is more important because it is the

course that takes you forward in life

and keeps you interested in your pro-

fession.” Souparnika Krishnan, alum-

nus, AIS Gur 43 agrees that opting for a

course over college is a better option,

“It depends on what sort of skill set you

acquire in three years of college which

will take you ahead in your career.”

College: Are you one of those students

who just choose a stream because, well,

you had to, but without any particular

interest in mind? Or are you one of those

who feels clueless when someone asks

you what you want to do in life? Well,

then choosing the college would be the

option for you, as the subject doesn’t

make a considerable difference, if you

don’t have anything specific in mind.

Basis: College life

Course: If you have had an idea of the

course you want to pursue and you are

trapped between that course in a not-so-

satisfactory college and one of the crème

de la crème of all colleges, then choosing

the better college could be the choice for

many as it greatly effects your experi-

ences, personality and social standing.

College: If you are one of those who

dreams of going to a good college,

attending cultural events, having that

happy and fun version of college, then

choosing the college is the option

especially if you aim  to have

that “experience of a lifetime.”

Basis: Magnum opus course

College: Every college has a specific

course that they are known for, that they

offer specialisation in and if you happen

to land that course, then choosing that

college is a great idea.

College: And if you don’t happen to get

that celebrated course, then leaving out

that college is an option as that particular

course pretty much overshadows

everything else.

Basis: Better job opportunities

Course: Now, this is a hard one. Accept

it or not, it is a fact that some courses

offer better job opportunities or are more

‘secure’. And if you are one to look out

for future safety and assurance then

choose the more secure course over the

more eccentric and not so common one. 

College: Every college offers different

job prospects or internship opportunities,

projects and companies venturing for

employees and hence this cannot be

ruled out at any cost. Therefore,

choosing the right college  is important. 

Yes, there is no denying the fact that

getting your choice of course in your

choice of college is the best bet.

However, what always matters is

making the most of the college you go

to or the course you study.G  T

Chinmaya Kaushik, AIS Gur 43, X C

1: 32 pm : “Ma’am, just five more 
minutes!”
1:40 pm: “Ma’am, a minute more!”
1:45 pm: “20 seconds more!”
1:55 pm: (distraught sniffing)
Sound familiar? This chap could very
well be one of the prototypes of the
samples found in an examination hall.
Here are others which will sound more
and more familiar! 

The Yeh..... Dosti type: You will come

across many assorted varieties of loonies

and masterminds, but no one can equal

this irreplaceable specimen of human in-

corrigibility. They quietly befriend un-

suspecting victims, and before you know

it, they’ll have you telling them Q.2, 3, 5,

6, 7, 8, until you shove your answer sheet

right into their faces.

TIP: Do NOT accept treats from

strangers.

The ‘K’itch’ K’itch’ type: Found

mostly in the middle or back rows, these

people serve as capital entertainment

when ‘doing their thing’. It is enraptur-

ing to see how long they can scratch

themselves pointlessly, especially

around the socks, belts, and pockets.

Soon enough, you will notice a curious,

white protuberance around the

area, strongly resembling paper.

TIP: Excessive viewing can lead to loss

of sanity.

The Maggi type: Their premier rule is

— ‘Two minutes more’ is never = ‘two

minutes’. But, kehne mein kya jaata
hai? After all, Maggi does that too!

Tip: Ever heard of Fastrack?

Dil mange more: This person’s hand

goes up in the air every half-an-hour. He

needs more and more sheets every once

in a while to satiate his appetite for

marks. And this one, of course, also

causes a few eyebrows to raise and a few

hearts to panic. 

Tip: Reserve your answer sheet before

the exam. 

The ‘Yoga master’ type: If you’ve ever

had a hand or a head suddenly ram into

your paper, be sure that it’s them. Far

more annoying than their frantic prede-

cessors, you will find these people

stretching all about the place as if

they’re holidaying at the beach. 

TIP: All 10 CGPA aspirants are re-

quested to bring paperweights to the

exam.

The ‘RTI’ type: These people are

known to be strong followers of

Arundhati Roy, and it is their firm belief

that if a minute has dared to pass without

being announced or if the smudge on the

upper right of the paper is due to a

photocopying problem, they ought to

know. And as for doubts, well… ahem.

TIP: Cotton plugs are recommended.G  T

The student wants to know 
We grow old, our hair get lighter, voice gets stronger, life gets bigger but alas,

our choices get harder. The battle between the course and the college continues

Daksh Chhokra, AIS Gur 43, XI

T
he sworn nemesis of every
mother. The worst fear of every
father. The bane of every

teacher; video games have been histor-
ically linked with three things. Boys, vi-
olence and brain infestation. More
hours have been wasted on achieving
“that obscure objective, with no real ef-
fect”. But have those hours, actually
been wasted? Contrary to popular
opinion, recent studies disagree.

Scientific studies have shown that the

brain is a not a static organ, but a set of

dynamic functions strung together, that

can only evolve with stimulation.

Video games have proven to stimulate

the cognitive centres of the brain,

while keeping the endorphins running

high. The stimulation of cognitive

center increases the processing  power

of long-term memory. An increase in

processing power simply means higher

understanding and absorption of

information. Learning has never been

easier because never has an activity

enraptured so much of the human

population with this deadly

combination of pleasure and extreme

mental development, called the video

game. Yet, quite surprisingly, the new

buzzword for every field of education

is gamification. It is nothing but

converting course materials into a

series of obstacles, periodically

interrupted by rewards. 

All online courses today are being

converted to this new style of learning.

Moreover, games help students make

plans, set goals, and inculcate a feeling

of working towards a goal. This not

only inspires us to perform better, but

also provides peer support to others.

Add to that the fact that gamers are

better multitaskers, it is obvious that

gamified courses stir up a perfect

potion for the studious lot. So don’t

shy away from spending time on First

Person Shooter to real time strategy

games.

Survival of the fit‘test’

Here’s a biological nomenclature of the 

exam species; identify yourself and/or your friends...

Next time your mom stops you from playing

video games, let her read this article 

‘Game’ for learning

Ans:Brainleaks 122 (a) O
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Kaavya Sahu, X C & Milli Chakraborty, X A
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H
umans have millions of ‘unique’ DNA
strands in their body that determine their
‘unique’ characteristics. The way we

behave, the way we think, the way we do everything
is based on the combination of the little DNA
strands in our body. Many a time, we relate
someone’s personality to that of an animal. ‘As wise
as an owl’, ‘As brave as a lion’- are these just
popular similies or do we actually share some
characteristics with the animals? Let’s explore...

The aggressive wallflower: Have you ever

come across someone who prefers to stay silent all

the time, but  gets aggressive at the drop of a hat on

being pestered? Scientists say that such people

might share common traits with sparrows.

Sparrows are just as aggressive when it comes to

defending their territories; they just don't display

their aggression. Think twice before taunting a

person who believes ‘Silence is Golden.’ 

The emotionally sensitive: If you choke

with emotions everytime you see people suffer, then

your animal personality matches with that of an

Asian elephant. When an Asian elephant finds

another elephant in stress, it uses its trunk to gently

caress the suffering elephant and emits a sweet-

sounding chirp. The next time you see an elephant

doing this, it might be saying “Sshhh, it’s okay!” 

The tough guy: Interestingly, toughness,

strength and an exaggerated sense of manliness

seen in men are characteristics derived from the

male jumping spider (and NOT lion). The next time

you cross paths with a tough guy, always remember

he has something in common with a spider.

The earphone addict: Do you consider

music as an integral part of life? If yes, then goldfish

might be your best personality match. A goldfish is

an intelligent animal, not only does it listen to music,

but it can also distinguish one composer from

another. The next time you come across a music

enthusiast, the chances are very high  that he might

be involved in some fishy business!

The democracy lover: If you firmly believe

in the democratic form of governance, then there is

a lot in common between you and cockroaches.

According to a study, cockroaches have a

democratic set up, where each insect has equal

standing and group consultations precede decisions

that affect the entire group. This might just bug you

in the next elections!G  T

Gyan Vigyan

Neev Modgil, XII B & Rohan Aggarwal, XI C

AIS Gurgaon 43

F
or some, mythology is a work of fiction

and for some half-truth.We all have grown

up listening to the legends of Rama and

Krishna. Mythological wonders have regaled us

and fired our imagination at the same time. But

have we ever dwelled on the fact that the ‘devices’

we use today have their seeds firmly embedded in

the past?

Ammunition for apocalypse: In the epic

Ramayana, a Brahmastra is used by Shri Rama to

deal a ‘final blow’ to Ravana during the battle.

Once the Brahmastra is hurled, neither a

counterattack nor any arsenal can stop it. It never

misses its target and causes complete annihilation.

The Mahabharata describes the aftermath of using

the Brahmastra; it says the heat emanated from the

weapon after its launch resembles the fire of the

sun. The weapon also cause harmful impact on the

environment. It makes the land barren and kills all

life forms. All these descriptions eerily resemble

the after effects of an atomic explosion. So, was

the Brahmastra the main inspiration for the

Manhattan Project?

The invasive eye: In Mahabharata, Sanjaya,

Dhritarashtra's advisor, narrates the scenes from

the battlefield to Dhritarashtra, sitting miles away.

His divine eyesight helps him see things

happening at a distance. The invention of live

television was inspired from it.

Flight of fancy: In all the epic wars between

heaven and hell, the Gods used to fight valiantly on

their flying chariots or vimanas. The first flying

chariot mentioned in Hindu mythology was the

Pushpaka Vimana, it could seat a large number of

people and go anywhere at will. Though, we don’t

have any idea what was going on in the Wright

Brothers’ minds during the making of the airplane,

but it is quite possible that they referred to the tech-

nology used to make vimanas soar sky-high.

The coveted Kavach: Karna, son of the

Sun God was born with a kavach or armour which

was believed to be impenetrable and saved from

all kind of impact and wounds. It was very much-

similar to the present day bullet proof jacket. 

Man of steel: It’s said that

Superman’s great strength comes

from the difference of gravity

between Krypton and Earth. This

strength enables him to lift

approximately 1,000 tons.

Assuming 1,000 tons on earth to

be equivalent to 100 kg on

Krypton, the gravity on Krypton

must be 10,000 times more

intense than that of the earth. It

means a bar of Krypton Dairy

Milk can crush an average

person.The scientists are yet to

find the science behind his flight.

Some theories suggest that

Superman flies purely through his

willpower. But, if it was only a

matter of willpower, there’d

surely be children, with their

moms’ red dupattas flying all

around powered by wishful

thinking. 

The Incredible Hulk: One

of the best ways to become a

superhero is to be packed with

hefty doses of gamma radiation.

In the real world it would cause

death, but in the fascinating world

of superheroes, it just results in

‘mutations.’ These changes give

rise to astonishing abilities that it

might convince anyone to risk

spending a few days in a reaction

chamber. Hulk has an enormous

built and possesses extraordinary

strength. The real science-bending

factor is his ability to transform

into  meek Bruce. It is common

for organisms to grow to a great

size during their lifetimes, but

tripling in size within a few

seconds requires huge energy. If

the growth is powered by the

lingering traces of gamma rays,

you’d never stand next to Bruce.

X-Men: Magneto is a super-

villain blessed with an ability to

create  powerful magnetic fields

at will. Since magnetic fields are

produced by electric currents, we

can easily presume that the

current that might be passing

through Magneto when he's up to

one of his evil deeds as high as

2,900 ampere. It can light up 580

light bulbs. That might not be so

good for his heart- assuming he

has one.

The Amazing Spiderman
The key powers that make Peter

Parker similar to a spider include

incredible strength, agility, ability

to climb walls and to jump

incredibly high. One of his most

remarkable abilities is to climb

skyscrapers effortlessly. If his

ability to climb walls resembles

that of a spider’s then his hand

should possess micro hairs or

thorn-like structures. 

Well, in that case meeting people

would be a thorny affair,

considering the fact his

handshake would hurt them.G  T

S
uperheroes have
caught our
imagination since

we first set our eyes on
them. They are gifted
with superhuman
abilities, great physiques
and much more. Shipali
Ranjan, AIS Gur 43, X
C explores whether there
is any science behind
their miraculous
attributes.

Technological wonders from the past in a new avatar 

Blast from the past

Stupendous science-y
superheroes

Illustration: Suramyaa Singh, AIS Gur 43, XII A

Pic: Kushagra Sachdeva, XII B; Illustration: Suramyaa S, XII A; Graphic:Rohan Aggarwal, XI C, AIS G 43

Illustration: Vidushhi Gandhi XII B & Melanie Kathuria XII B, AIS Gur 43

The journey of writing, editing and mentoring
has been worthwhile. 

Neev Modgil, AIS Gur 43, XII B,Page Editor 
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You’re not 
just human...
seriously
Sparrow, elephant,

spider, goldfish,

cockroach...Whose

personality do you

mirror? Find out...
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Whose life is it anyway?U, Me & Hum
Thank you, GT for giving me an insight into
the world of journalism. 
Shipali Ranjan, AIS Gur 43, X C, Page Editor

Vexatious, infuriating, exasperating, neighbourhood

aunties can be a storehouse of all the society news, but also

sound advice. Read on to find out how...

Disha Rawal, AIS Gurgaon 43, X D

W
henever an Indian kid steps down to take a hearty

stroll, he/she never makes the mistake of not taking

a pair of headphones along. That is not the result

of the lost joy in solitude, but of the sheer annoyance dutifully

furnished by these moving advice parlours- our lovely aunties

(deep, plaintive sighs). But when we look back, we realise how

they actually did quite a bit of good to us. Yeah, really! Read

ing on might just open your eyes...

Because you score sheerly out of their goodwill

“Sharma ji’s son got 98%. How can you remain stuck on your

motley 97.8%?” Take her relentless taunts and updates on

who-got-how-much, gratefully. It is she who will propel you

to academic success. It is a question of family pride after all.

Because you need to stay in shape

Her: Beta, you are studying too much. Get out and work out.

Health bhi toh zaruri hai na?

You: ... (annoyed expression)

Her not -so -subtle indications towards your fleshy paunch or

hanger-like frame might leave you embarrassed and harassed,

but ultimately they are the ones that push you out of your co-

coon and help you sweat it out. So if your story is one of the

flab to fab kinds, you can give some credit to these aunties .

Because they help you make timely choices

If you are one of those who keep lagging behind and procras-

tinating in the face of dilemma, then all you need to do is at-

tend a family gathering, where the invitees will help you

choose a duty. Problem solved.

Because you need news

Which child turned out to be a rebel; which child is obedient

or wishes her everyday, aunties are the relay centres for all

kinds of news floating in the air. You name the house

number, and their free news feed will be

ready. Just be nice to her, she won’t

mind leaking all ‘secrets’ to you. 

Well, not only that. We have a

hundred reasons more to totally

love our oldies. So let’s cut our

aunties some flak and appreciate

their importance!

Because they know everything

and everybody

Sample this. Your family has to host a

party at home. Your mother takes the

house down and plops herself on the

sofa and refuses to cook. No worries. Dial

up any of your neighbourhood matrons

and simply say the word ‘cook’. You will

soon have access to a directory listing every

cook in your area, well illustrated

with anecdotes, critical reviews

and pricing lists. Of course, leav-

ing the predicament of choosing

with you.G  T

Milli Chakraborty

AIS Gurgaon 43, XA

T
hey’ve just got 50 Likes

for their latest post, and

there's no sign of them in-

creasing. That can only mean one

thing- they’re about to become

unpopular! All they can do now is

pack their bags, kiss their

favourite teddy one more time,

and pray for a better afterlife (or

after FB, but then it's quite the

same thing). 

Like-aholics are all over FB and

if they show one of these signs

(most probably, more than one),

you know their love for Likes:

Dostana: There are some who

just say it on the face. It is their

undeniable birthright to ask their

friends to comment, and of

course, Like their posts. After all,

all’s fair on FB and Twitter .

Neat and well labelled: Everyone

is special in some way or the other,

and they all need to be tagged,

even if they don’t deserve it.

Stuff it in: If it is an old post,

they’ll share it again. And again.

And again. You will be drilled in.

They’ll be the besharamest be-
sharam until you have learnt all

their posts by heart.

Napoleons: These are the people

who had their entire Timeline

mapped out before the thing was

introduced. For any aspiring

‘like-ician’ (you know these guys

mean serious business. Beware.

Milk products: They’ll entice

you with cheesy words, curdle

your warmth and milk the fruits of

your cow-like nature like a sail

through butter. Beware again.

Pressure cookers: Remember

the unwritten rule that you have

to Like someone’s posts if he/she

Likes yours? Well, it is sad that a

variety of shameless users have

indulged in such unethical wield-

ing of social norms.

The world, as you may have re-

alised by now, is a bad, bad

place, especially on Facebook

where those crazy for Likes will

come for you and demand Likes

for their profile pictures, status

and what not. So, get likin’! G  T

Confessions of
‘Like’aholics

Chinmaya Kaushik, AIS Gur 43, XC

P
eculiar things, exams. Apart from single-

handedly removing any scope of joy and

relaxation, they manage to efficiently in-

crease your culinary exposure to khichdi, moong
dal and dalia. Of course, now that they're done

with, you can gorge on that sumptuous Italian

pasta every day. You can practically live on it. Ex-

cept for the fact that, they're not quite, well... Ital-

ian (Chinese, young man, Chinese)! 

Now that we’ve managed to completely shatter

your confidence in your culinary knowledge,

allow us to crush it with the unveiling of some of

the biggest myths in the culinary world. Ladies

and gentlemen, brace yourselves! 

French fries
Myth: are French

Seriously? You fell for that? Even after it says, in

bold, on the official site of France that French

fries, unlike what everyone thinks, are a Belgian

creation?

Samosa
Myth: is Indian

It's an ancient middle eastern travel snack. 

Nachos
Myth: are a Mexican staple

Boom! No one sees this one coming. sThey're a

creation of a guy named Ignacio who made them

for American tourists out of leftovers. 

French toast
Myth: is French

Uhh... No. It's too old for that, The first reference

comes in ‘Apicius’, a fifth century Roman cook-

ery book, which houses a far better recipe than

many modern ones. That's 1-0 for the oldies!

Croissant
Myth: is French

Looks like nothing French is French, after all! An-

other time they'll say that the language is of In-

dian origin! For the record, croissant is Austrian.

Ketchup
Myth: is American or British 

Your everyday assortment to every spoilt sabzi
and well made pakoda, was originally made in

southern China as fish sauce with fermented

anchovies (fish).

Rasgulla
Myth: are Bengali.

We hope you never say that to an Oriya (though

most of them don’t know it themselves). So no

more Roshogullas, young man.

PS: The author is presently trying to figure if any-
thing is anything, or if the world is real at all, and
shall henceforth maintain that everything is an il-

lusion, and homework too is nothing but maya.

You might be a

foodie, but do you

know your food too

well? There’s more to

it than meets the eye...

Like-maniacs will try any trick in the book on Facebook

Graphic:  

Saksham

Manaktala,

VIII A; Piyush

Prasad, IX C,

AIS Gur 43

Pic: Muskaan Manchanda, XI D; Model: Purvangi Chopra, XI D, AIS Gur 43

Aunty, ahoy!
Illustration: Melanie

Kathuria XII A; Mansi

Bansal, XII B, AIS Gur 43
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Never in my life have I found a page to be so full
of fun and gravity at the same time!

Chinmaya Kausik, AIS Gur 43, X C, Page Editor

Road to Raahgiri
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The Global Times, a medium

to exercise one's freedom of

expression is indeed a boon

that revered Founder President, 

Dr Ashok K. Chauhan and 

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,

Chairperson, Amity Group of

Schools have bestowed upon

all Amitians in this era when

communication rules.

As we prepare our children for the future and

equip them with knowledge and skills, it would

be a delight to see them emerge as winners in all

walks of life. I firmly believe that this true legacy

of  resilient values that we hand over to them is

something that will always help them stand in

good stead. Constantly confronted with choices,

challenges and opportunities it is essential that

good values become their guiding force and shape

their attitudes. 

Honesty, compassion, sincerity and altruism

should be cultivated on a personal level to live

life more meaningfully. ‘Living the value’ will

definitely help change one’s behaviour for the

better, transform  personalities and become one’s

broadest motivation.

The onus of this important inculcation is

primarily the educationist’s. As we mould the clay

into conclusive shape and tutor the river not to

meander from the righteous path, resolutions

need to be made from within. Character is man’s

greatest safeguard; it is higher than intellect. Man

is capable of conquering the unimaginable, the

infinite but only when he does not allow

materialism to take a toll on his conscience.

Hence in all earnestness I urge all Amitians that in

their ‘pursuit of happiness’, they should be a

reflection of the values their alma mater has

bequeathed them with.G  T

Vishakha Chitnis
Principal

Live the values

Holding on to anger is like holding a hot coal
with the intent of throwing it on someone else;
you are the one who gets burnt.

Buddha

The top story on anger in this

issue of The Global Times by

the students of AIS Gur 43, is

a subject that deserves

attention of all and sundry. 

Anger, one of the nine rasas of

life, is a human emotion that

all of us feel in varying

degrees. However, as widely

believed, anger is not always destructive. When

channelized in the right direction, anger which

manifests itself in different forms such as

irritation, can prove to be quite rewarding too. 

For instance, anger can be moulded into a fierce

desire to compete. It can propel you to move

mountains and turn impossible of tasks into

possible. All successful sportsmen are able to

excel in the sport because they are able to turn

their anger into motivation.This helps them

strive for better. 

Similarly, anger can be constructive too. When

your teachers are angry at you, it is often

justified. My dear Amitians, do not feel

disappointed in such a situation, for this anger

directed at you is an opportunity for inner

reflection. It is an unparalleled guiding light that

only a few can afford.  

My dear Amitians, always remember that

destructive anger will yield nothing but make

you repent, sometimes a minute later, sometimes

years later. But what is done once cannot be

undone. Therefore, remember the significance

of controlling this emotion or it will control you.   

Never forget that a happy individual translates

into a happy family, a happy society and thereby

a happy world.G  T

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

Rein in
the anger

Take to the road this time not to reach your destination, but to unravel its

journey. Here is a first person account of what you now know as Raahgiri road..

Vidushhi Gandhi

AIS Gur 43, XII B

Saturday, July 12, 2014

J
agged and uneven; well-trodden

but now abandoned; I lay here

with my charcoal lines gone gray;

solitary from all contact with those

who lay me here with my shining

belly. Forgotten, by even those who

had cut ribbons on my birthday. It’s

been long since I first felt a human sole

touch my surface. Some cold wheels

whiz past me now and then. Yes, I am

a lonely road, one that should have

been meant for walking, but no one

walks on me anymore. I bare my chest

for machines to race, with their smoke

choking my lungs, their inhumane

sight watering my eyes.

Sunday, July 13, 2014
They arrived as the dawn was breaking;

waking me up from what seemed a long

slumber. They decorated me like

Rajpath, tickling my old legs with

colourful little flags and huge banners

about things I have never heard of

before. Young men and women ran

about cheerfully as the rest of the world

slept. As I looked on silently, I did not

exactly understand what was happening,

but I knew that from that point my

whole life was about to change. 

Sunday, August 03, 2014
They call it the ‘Raahgiri Day’, an

initiative in response to their

realisation of the ill effect of their

modern lifestyle. They flock in large

numbers for various activities. They

come armed with their bicycles,

skateboards, roller skates, cricket kits,

and what not. While walking on

pavement, they watch skating

competitions, enjoy live music,

aerobics and Zumba. I feel healthy

now, cured of a disease that I never

knew I had. All my life, I spent

servicing those monstrous vehicles.

Now, I feel I can breathe.

Sunday, September 07, 2014
Well, today was definitely a stressful

Raahgiri. It has become a rage now. I

see humans from all walks of life, who

convene here forgetting their mangled

lives for these three hours. As I look

around, I see some people missing out

the very point of this day, coming here

just to click pictures and flaunt them

later. So vain they are. Anyway, I

absolutely enjoy seeing people who

keep the essence and the purpose

behind this initiative alive. 

Saturday, October 25, 2014
Tomorrow is my day again. In the

meantime, I had a word with my

sister on the Outer Circle. When she

called me Raahgiri road instead of

Inner Circle, I felt different, new and

honoured. Monsoons don’t scare me

anymore. Nor do vehicles’ spewing

smoke. I wish my sisters in the city

and across the nation meet the same

fate one day, so that their lives are full

of hope. G  T

‘I am not invisible’
L

ittle girls with plated hair playing
in the streets, kajal-lined eyes
peeping through the autos as it

tugs through the first rains or heat, or
middle-aged women who look older than
their age as if carrying the weight of the
world on their fragile shoulders. Yes, we
are talking of women whose face bear a
content look, but if we bore look deeper
into their eyes and soul, they appear to
be canvasses of an artist’s dark art that
stands for more than we can decipher
from the surface. These are the women,
who became victims of acid attack. These
are women who are constantly stared at,
yet are invisible to the society. Aman
Arora, AIS Gurgaon 43, XII S, raises
some pertinent questions as he interacts
with some of the acid attacks victims...

Robbed of opportunities

"As i sit in my dung plastered, thatched roof house,

my mind often wanders to my sordid past. Though I

am only in my early twenties, I have been through

ordeals which would make anybody's hair stand at

ends. Though, I seldom recite my predicament, if you

insist and aim for my welfare, I will tell you,” she

says, as I notice the look of uncertainty hangs upon

her face while accompanying her in her gloomy

surroundings. And then she recounts, “It all happened

when I was fifteen-years-old, carefree stupid, naive

and insolent when they came, the sons of Satan, and

opened bottles containing a perfidious coloured

liquid and poured it on my face without guile.” When

she tells her story in a quivering voice, I wonder if

all the victims of this ugly liquid are doomed to live

a life of restraint, robbed of opportunities that are

their rights. But where are these opportunities

hiding? And why are they living in subhuman living

conditions?

Misjudged & discriminated against 

Another acid attack survivor recounts, “People would

shout, ‘Here comes Aishwarya Rai.’” Another acid

attack victim narrates, “It is better to die than to live

like this as people pass insolent remarks.” She adds

that she has to wear a veil to prevent discrimination.

I am horrified and can’t help but question myself,

“Are we a prejudiced nation? And, what really is our

definition of beauty? Is it right to judge her at a time

when she is undergoing the biggest ordeal, or should

we instead be fighting with her or for her? ” The

answers are obvious. 

An insensitive system

The system further rubs salt on the wounds of these

survivors on various accounts; most of them have not

received the full compensation they are entitled to,

almost all the accused have been granted bail and the

medical facilities to deal with such cases are abysmal

even in the cities. Chanchal, an acid attack survivor,

waited an entire day before she could receive proper

medical help when the acid had already burnt 28%

of her body. Besides, the criminal case that she had

filed against the perpetrator of the crime was stalled.

She still needs several corrective surgeries. Ritu, a

19-year- old state level volleyball player, gave up her

sport in 2012 after she was attacked with acid. 

She lost an eye and her skin still burns in sunlight.

Her goal is getting a job and setting an example for

others to replicate. Her assailant is also at large and

she has not received her compensation. The money

for her surgeries, 23 in number, was paid by NGOs

and individuals. Where are the laws when we need

them most? G  T

A plethora of ideas and scribes raring to go; a

team with a history of victory. From the genesis

of an idea to harnessing creativity into a tangible

form, from breathing life into the words to the

conception of visuals with an aim to capture the

essence- what a fulfilling

journey it has been!

Perceptive, analytical,

contemplative and delightfully

articulate, the edit team has

captured emotions adeptly. Our

visual artists too have matched

the strides of the writers with

commendable fervour.

Ideating, illustrating, designing graphics to

accuracy to avoid ‘pixilation’; they are ready to

give professionals a run for their money! With the

spirit of ‘Carpe diem’, the children with their

ingenious expressions find a fortunate platform

at The Global Times. With their talent chiselled

with this rewarding experience of preparing the

contest issue they now know that Chairperson

Ma’am, Dr (Mrs.) Amita Chauhan is an

unparalleled  mentor when it comes to providing

opportunities. Team AIS Gurgaon 43 offers its

readers a ‘labour of love’.

Dear Editor,

Thank you for writing about the Sangathan

2014 in the recent edition. I am glad to share

that I myself attended the mega event and

enjoyed it to the hilt. The alphabetical

description suited it to the tee. I thoroughly

enjoyed the hockey match, which was

introduced for the first time in the event. 

Ashish Ohri, AIS Gur 43, X C

Dear Editor, 

This is with reference to the lead story of the

September 22 edition, which focussed on the

coach-athlete relationship. The article was very

informative and threw light on various

challenges that the coaches and the athletes

face during their association with each other. I

am a sports enthusiast and look forward to

many more such articles. 

Puru Pratap, AIS Gur 43, IX 

A labour of love 

Illustration: Tamanna Yadav, XII C; Justy Chauhan, XII C, AIS Gur 43

Pic: Kushagra Sachdeva, XII B

Imaging: Saksham Manaktala, VIII A

Model: Nikita Sondhi, XII A, AIS Gur 43

GT M@il

Shalini Ramaul
GT Coordinator
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Educational Poster

Sketching, erasing, painting, fine-tuning, adding som
e

m
ore colours, brightening things up...this results in a

picturesque G
T edition. 

M
elanie K

athuria, AIS G
ur 43, XII B, Page Editor

Victorian, contemporary, gothic, modern, ...architecture across the world
continues to mesmerise in more ways than one. A quick look at some countries
that boasts of the finest architecture...

ENGLAND
*Royal & extravagant

* Prominent styles include
Victorian, Georgian & Gothic
architecture

*Symmetrical 
construction 

BALI
*Inspired by Hindu

architecture
*Only natural resources used
for structural design

*Boundary structure
encloses individual huts

NEPAL
*Buddhist traditional

style of architecture
*Broadly divided into three
styles: Pagoda, Stupa &

Shikhara

LATIN AMERICA
*Contemporary & neo-

modern architecture
*Very few ancient forms of

architecture 
*A strong colonial

feel

VENICE
*Well balanced mix of historic &

modern architecture
*Strong influences of Greek
architecture

*Buildings are constructed on
closely spaced wooden piles

NEW YORK
*Modern ‘starchitecture’

*Art Deco: bold geometric shapes
& lavish ornamentation

*Gothic Revival: decorative &
ornamental finials

TURKEY
*Islamic architecture 

*Minarets which were earlier
used as torch-lit watch-houses 
*Islamic geometric patterns and 
foliage based arabesques

*Domical & pyramidal roofs

AFRICA
*Mixed architecture

*Geometrical designs
*Pyramidal cone
*Quadrangular building

surrounded by an open
courtyard

Illustrations: Melanie Kathuria, XII B; Suramyaa Singh, XII A; Vidushhi

Gandhi, XII B & Vidhi Gupta, XII A; AIS Gur 43

Text: Kaori Singh, XI B & Pranav Bhasin, X B; AIS Gur 43
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Gnocchi in burnt
butter peanut sauce

Working with GT was like on the job training,
moulding talent to skill.
Suramyaa Singh, AIS Gur 43, XII A, Page Editor

Suramyaa Singh, AIS Gur 43, XII A

Enlightenment The brown triad Peak of sanctitiy Solitary violet

CAMERA CAPERS Send in your entries to 
cameracapers@theglobaltimes.in

Shreyasi Sircar, AIS Gur 43, XII A

Ingredients
For pasta
Potatoes ............................................3

Flour ................................1 small cup

Salt… ................................as per taste

For sauce
Butter ......................................75gms

Basil leaves....................................5-6

Peanuts ................................half a cup

Red chillies....................................2-3 

Oregano leaves ..........................a few

Method
For pasta
� Boil the potatoes until soft.

� Mash the potatoes, add flour and a

pinch of salt. 

� Now knead the dough until it holds

together.

� Make thin peals of dough.

� Roll it into thin long cylinders, cut

into small, equal fragments (pasta).

� Boil water in a container with some

salt, add the pasta.

� Let it cook until the pasta floats on

the surface of water. 

� Drain the water.

For sauce
� Add butter to a pan.

� Wait for the butter to achieve a light

brown colour.

� Add basil leaves, red chillies,

oregano and peanuts. Sauté well.

� Add  pasta to the sauce. 

� Toss the pasta until well covered in

sauce. Your yummy pasta is ready!

Aman Arora, AIS Gur 43, XII S

Let the veil cover my eyes,

let the shroud cover my body.

All I hear are the distant cries,

of my people singing my threnody.

Carry me to the place,

where I shall discern God’s grace.

A place where mortals cannot pry,

where angels serenade, fairies cry.

Let my soul remember my people,

who lost their battles early.

In some far Ulysses or lands cripple,

let them be told, they were bold and

burly.

Let the watchmen with lamp,

carry me to the place beneath the clamp.

My new home, my new refuge

six feet wide mammoth, not huge. G  T

Shreyasi

Kaori Singh, AIS Gur 43, XI B

H
e was alone. His heart ached

with hate and hopelessness. She

had seen his crushed soul and

aloofness even before I had noticed it.

He was treading the thorny street of

sorrow, lonely and terrified. No one

could have guessed that she had made it

her mission to redeem his soul.

One dark morning, something changed.

His spirit, as though escaped from his

body,  leaving his face ghastly. I was too

immature to understand his condition.

But she noticed at once. She approached

him day after day, sat beside him during

recess. A few weeks later, they began to

share tiffins and exchange smiles. 

After all, seeing an eighth grader so

silent, scared of every movement around

him, was a rare sight.

Once I overheard her asking Anirudh,

“Son, how are you?” Instead of walking

off, he looked at her, his eyes glistening;

his face, almost happy. But his lips were

still sealed. Days passed, and every

morning, she asked him, “How are

you?” and told him, “Take care of

yourself.” Anirudh remained silent, but

it was evident that he had found solace

in her words. 

One day, she didn’t come to school, and

he uttered his very first words to me,

“Where is she?” I was too young to

assess the gravity of the moment and ran

off to the swings.

The next morning, she came, again and

asked him, “Son, how are you?” A few

minutes passed before he said, “Am I

imagining you?” She smiled

compassionately, and said, “I’m as real as

it gets.” 

Days passed, a few words had begun to

be exchanged between them everyday. I

could see him change. One day, I saw

them talking in an empty classroom, and

waited outside, hoping to find out

something. I couldn’t hear a thing, but

did see him exiting the classroom with

red eyes and a happy face.

After much persistence, the teacher and

I decided that if I agreed to play with

him and chat about unrelated subjects at

school, she would tell me about his

ordeal. I agreed. What happened next

changed my outlook forever.

Terrorists had broken into his house at

night, while he was asleep. Haunting

screams woke him up; he was tied and

gagged up. He recognised his mother’s

scream, which was silenced by a

gunshot. The episode had wounded his

very being. But now, he could finally let

go. I do not know what she did or how

she did it, but I have never seen such an

extraordinary renewal of human spirit.

He had discovered his guardian angel, she

had discovered her infant, and I

discovered the purpose of human life. G  T

One day, I saw them talking
in an empty classroom,

and waited outside, hoping
to find out something.

The guardian angel
Senior

Crossword                               Wintertide Mania

Down
1. A river of ice  4. A severe

snowstorm 5. Rain containing ice 7. A

feathery ice crystal displaying delicate

patterns 8. The condition of having

dangerously low body temperature 9.

A dense snowstorm especially in polar

regions 11. A long sledge used to slide

downhill over snow or ice 12. To

protect something by interposing

material that prevents the loss of heat

Across
2. Piece of ice formed by the freezing

of dripping water 3. Very cold in

temperature 6. Injury caused by

exposure to extreme cold 10. A soft

quilt filled with feathers 

13. To spend the winter sleeping 14.

Another name for monkey cap

Pic: Muskaan Manchanda, AIS Gur 43, XI D,

Models: Nandini Mukherjee, AIS Gur 43,

Teacher, Yuvraj Chhabra, IX C, Kaori Singh,

XII B & Shaurya Gautam, IX B, AIS Gur 43

Illustration: Shreya Kumar, AIS Gur 43, XI C

Pic: R Vishwakarthik, AIS Gur 43, XII A

Illustration: Tamanna Yadav & Justy

Chauhan, AIS Gur 43, XII C 

POEM

Last
Odyssey

1

2

3 4 5

6 7

8

9

10 11

12 13

14

With winter just round the corner, Neev

Modgil, AIS Gur 43, XII B makes you

feel the chill with this crossword

Answers

Down:1. Glacier 4. Blizzard 5. Sleet 7.
Snowflake 8. Hypothermia 9. Whiteout
11. Toboggan 12. Insulate 
Across:2. Icicle 3. Frigid 6. Frostbite
10. Duvet 13. Hibernate 14. Balaclava

Storywala
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Aaratrika Ganguli

AIS Gur 43, IV C

Ingredients
Cottage cheese (paneer)............200gm

Refined flour (maida)................1 tbsp

Cocoa powder ....................1 1/2  tbsp

Cardamom ........................................1 

Sugar ......................................1/2 cup

Water ........................................1glass

Method
� Knead paneer and add maida to it.

Knead it again. Divide the dough

into two halves. Mix one half with

cocoa powder. 

� Make small balls of both the white

and brown dough. Take a white ball

and a brown ball and join them to

make a twin coloured ball. In the

meantime, mix sugar and water and

bring it to boil. Your sugar syrup is

ready. 

� Crush the cardamom and put it in

the boiling water to give it a flavour.

Put the twin coloured balls in the

boiling sugar syrup. When you see

the balls grow in the syrup, turn off

the gas. Serve it hot or cold and

enjoy your twin rasgulla.

Aadya Punj, AIS Gur 43, VII B

I
n the heart of Himachal Pradesh lay

the sleepy village named Kullur. The

people of the village were very hard

working. The men slogged as labourers

at the rich zamindar’s house, while the

women worked as maids at the rich

man’s home. 

Their children spent all day long playing

under the sun as their parents worked

round the clock. Once, the zamindar had

a guest at his home, named Rahul. Rahul

had just returned to India after

completing his studies from a renowned

university in the US and wanted to set up

a factory in the village. One day he

spotted a group of children playing in the

sun. Intrigued, he walked up to them and

asked why they had not gone to school.

The children looked at him and laughed.

Then, a little girl gathered courage and

said that the children did not go to school

because the zamindar was against the

education of the poor. 

A little agitated, Rahul rushed to the

zamindar and spoke to him. It came as a

shock to him when he learnt that the rich

landlord had admitted both his children

in a prestigious boarding school in

Shimla. Rahul kept on pondering why

the zamindar was against education of

the poor people. Rahul decided to open a

school next to the factory. Soon men and

women started working in the factory,

while their children went to school.

Rahul was awarded by the government

for his noble work. Today, Rahul runs a

chain of schools in different villages and

has given wings to the dreams of many

children. May he continue to illuminate

many lives. G  T

Storywala

He loved this village. He
returned to India after
completing his studies

from a renowned
university in the US. 
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The life of a cupcake
Jayesh Bhushan, AIS Gur 43, VII B

She put me in the oven to bake,

me a yet to be born cake.

Feeling the heat I started to glow,

it was like an exciting game show.

The door was opened, I started my life,

she frosted me with a beautiful knife.

She decorated me with candy jewels,

rest of the batch looked quite well.

Lifting me up she took off my wrapper,

feeling the breeze I wanted to hug her.

Opening her mouth with her shiny

teeth inside,

she ate me, leaving others outside.

Aryan Gupta, AIS Gur 43, VII D

Nancy: Why was school easier for

caveman?

Kate: Because there was no history

to study!

David: Why are ghosts bad liars?

Dan: Because you can see right

through them!

Jacob: Why was the teacher wearing

sunglasses to school?

Leonard: She had bright students!

Henry: How do you make a fruit

punch?

Sally: Give it boxing lessons.

Riddle Fiddle
Aryan Gupta

AIS Gur 43, VII D

1. It takes six men one hour to dig

six holes, how long does it take one

man to dig half a hole ?

2. Men play five complete games of

checkers. Each man had the same

number of games still they did not

have a tie. Why?

3. If three peacocks lay five eggs in

eight days, how many peacocks will

lay 29 eggs in 76 days ?

4. To whom do all men take their

hats off ?

5. Which question can’t be answered

by anyone?

Light of education

Making people work has always been a herculean
task. This is my fourth year as the GT page editor and
I am proud to say that I have mastered this art!

Puru Pratap Singh, AIS Gur 43, IX A, Page Editor

Painting Corner Sumedha Mehrotra

AIS Gur 43, VI A

Ans: 1.There is no half hole 2.No-

body wore a tie 3. Peacocks don’t lay

eggs 4. The barber 5. Are you asleep?

Twin rasgulla

My name: Sparsh Bisht

My school: AIS Gurgaon 43

My Class: KG A

My birthday: May 18

I like: Winning

I dislike: Losing

My hobby: Playing chess

My role model: My parents

My best friend: Shaurya & Kashvi

My favourite book: Alaadin and

the magic lamp

My favourite game: Chess

My favourite mall: Ambience Mall

My favourite food: Shahi paneer
with butter naan
My favourite teacher: Parul

ma’am and Shefali ma’am

My favourite subject: Maths

I want to become: Chess player

I want to feature in GT 

because: I want others to know

about me.

It’s Me

I am special
Aarnav Niyogi, AIS Gur 43, KG B

No one looks the way I do,

I have noticed that it’s true.

No one runs the way I run,

no one has so much fun.

No one plays the way I play,

no one says things I say.

I am special, I am me,

I am an Amitian!G  T

POEMS

So, what did you learn today?

New word: Slogged

Meaning: To toil

Why does a ball bounce? Ahhh! Oh Figs!I don’t you even know that!

Illustration: Aadya Punj, AIS Gur 43, VII B

Comic strip: Satwik Sarkar, AIS Gur 43, IV D

Why is the
sky blue?

Why? Why is your skin
pink and my skin

brown?

Why? Why did my
dad have to go

to war?

Why?

Illustration:Tushita Madan

AIS Gur43,VIII D

Illustration: Lavanya, AISGur 43, VII C

My first kindergarten class 

Before I could think of an answer, I was struggling to stay afloat above water

Aaratrika Ganguli
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Working with GT has been an exhilarating
experience and has left me with memories
that I will cherish for a lifetime. 
Nikita Sondhi, AIS Gur 43, XII, Page Editor 

Red carpet welcome
On an event like Founder's Day, only a red carpet

welcome is deemed fit. The AIS Noida brigade

accorded the guard of honour and greeted the guests

with flowers, cards and a melodious swagat geet.
At AIS Gurgaon 46, the guests were given a warm

welcome with mangalcharan, a traditional

reception with chanting of holy mantras. AIS

Vasundhara 1 too welcomed the guests with the

mangalcharan. The ACC cadets of AIS Mayur

Vihar presented the guard of honour as tiny tots of

the primary wing waved colourful pom-poms,

accompanied with the birthday song played by the

western music choir. Primary students of 

AIS Vasundhara 6 displayed placards depicting

Founder President's vision. A ceremonial guard of

honour by ACC cadets impressed the guests. 

AIS Gurgaon 43 ushered the occasion with twin

celebrations of Founder's Day and Grandparents’

Day. At AIS Pushp Vihar, the celebrations com-

menced with the traditional lamp lighting and fe-

licitation of Founder President with a token of ap-

preciation. The presentation of birthday cards by

the staff, students and support staff at AIS Saket

radiated sentiments of love and reverence.

Cultural carnival
The wholehearted efforts of Amitians lent a unique

carnival-feel to the grand celebrations.

At AIS Noida, a mesmerising orchestra, recitation

by the primary wing and a dance performance by

Amity Global School, Noida enthralled the audi-

ence. A presentation on Dr Chauhan offered a

meaningful insight into his persona. At AIS Gur-

gaon 46, an orchestra presentation 'SURJAZZ' and

a skit, 'Jeevan Darshan', depicting the journey of

Dr Chauhan's life, mesmerised everyone. AIS Luc-

know, Viraj Khand, organised a special assembly.

Presentations on the work done by Founder Presi-

dent in the field of education, a dance, a video on

Amitasha, a skit and the song 'Khudi Ko Kar Bu-
land Itna' inspired the students. AIS Mayur Vihar

organised a havan amid chants of Gayatri Mantra.

An exhibition of Rajasthani handicrafts  theme, was

put up. A Rajasthani dance left everyone awestruck.

At AIS Pushp Vihar Amiown presented a rhyme

and a song ‘Nav Chetna’ strung together by Atu-

lasha children. A heartwarming video ‘Moments of

Gratitude’ and an act ‘What differentiates an Amit-

ian’, showcasing the children's zeal to be harbin-

gers of change, was much appreciated. AIS Saket

showcased a movie encapsulating the growth of

Amity Universe under the dynamic guidance of

Dr Chauhan. Later, Founder President interacted

with students and parents in a talk show. The stu-

dents of AIS Gurgaon 43 presented stories, songs,

skit and scintillating dances as the grandparents

watched mesmerised.  

AIS Vasundhara 1 put up ‘Prakash Punj’, the

story of ancient scholar Vachaspati, whose knowl-

edge and dedication, have found reverence in

Founder President who seems to be the embodi-

ment of the ancient scholar. AIS Vasundhara 6

gifted a banyan bonsai to Founder President. Just

as the banyan tree gives shade and peace to so

many, it was symbolic of the gift of knowledge, he

has given to innumerable children.

Meritorious high
Prize distribution ceremonies were held in Amity

Schools to applaud meritorious students and achiev-

ers. Scholarships, honour badges and trophies were

awarded to students excelling in academics and co-

curricular activities. One of the youngest achievers,

Adhiraj Kumar Chauhan of KG, AIS PV, and win-

ner of Founder’s Day activity ‘Sakaratmak Swapna’

shared Amity’s motto. The roughest roads lead to

the top, was proved yet again by Amitians.G  T

Guests of honour
Dr Ashok K. Chauhan, Founder

President, Amity Universe; 

Dr (Mrs) Amita  Chauhan, Chairper-

son, RBEF; Ammaji, Chairperson’s

mother; Ms Pooja  Chauhan, Vice

Chairperson, Amity Humanity

Foundation; Ms Divya Chauhan,

Chairperson, Amity School of Fine

Arts & Amity School of Fashion

Technology; TPS Chauhan, senior

advisor, Amity Schools; R M

Sharma, principal chief advisor,

Amity institutions; Dr Juliana

Gloeckler-Fuchs from Germany; es-

teemed members of Chauhan family

and heads of Amity Institutions

Words of wisdom
Founder President's golden words will echo

through centuries:

�The ‘junoon’ to achieve excellence, leads to

success.

�There is no substitute for hard work. 

�Nurtured with values and equipped with the

best education, Amitians will lead the world. 

�BHAAG symbolizing (good) Behaviour, Hard

work, (right) Attitude, Ambition and God will

help Amitians to achieve their goals.

�Optimize your potential, have deep faith in

God and overcome all obstacles in life to be suc-

cessful global citizens. 

Founder's Day fever grips Amity

AIS Mayur Vihar students welcome Founder President Dr Ashok K. Chauhan with folded hands

Chairperson and Founder President flanked by students & school principal (L) at AIS Saket AIS Vas 6 presents banyan bonsai 

Interaction at AIS Vasundhara 1 AIS Pushp Vihar presents a melodious tributeAchievers awarded at AIS Gur 46

Prize distribution at AIS Noida An inspiring special assembly at AIS Lucknow, Viraj Khand

Twin celebrations at AIS Gurgaon 43

I
nspiration. Respect. Gratitude.
Myriad emotions ran high as
Amity Schools commemorated

Founder's Day in honour of their
beloved Founder President, 
Dr Ashok K. Chauhan's  birthday.
Amitians left no stone unturned to
demonstrate  their affection and
reverence for the Founder
President who has inspired them to
reach the pinnacle of success. A
kaleidoscope of dances, orchestras,
skits, awards and scholarships,
made it a larger than life event. A
sneak peek into the occasion...
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Bag Pack

Disha Rawal, AIS Gur 43, X D

W
ords have a power we can’t even

imagine. A power to heal. To build. To

beautify. At times, we use this

potential in a mercilessly crude way. We throw

about them in a perfunctory method. They are

recklessly misplaced in sloppy world of our own

pathetic nonchalance to the fact that every word

has its own intent and meaning. Sad.

We all see examples of this. Our list is ‘filled to

the capacity’. Seriously, how else does one fill

something without it reaching its capacity? Here

is a list of 15 most agonizingly common ways of

sacrilege to the English language and its

vocabulary.

I DIDN’T DO NOTHING: It sounds like rap

and it sounds ‘cool’. It kills English, no problem.

MY HAIRS ARE ALL WET: Skipped the

chapter on collective nouns?

THE  DRINK  IS FEWER IN MY GLASS:

This time you skipped countable nouns. No wait,

maybe you flunked English.

AS FOR EXAMPLE: Sometimes, people use

painfully bad language. ‘As for example’ is the

most stupid phrase frequently used.

ALLEGATE: Heard of the word allege? Yeah,

that is what is supposed to be used. Not this.

POSTPONE UNTIL LATER: Seriously? We

thought postpone meant shifting something to an

earlier time.

UNINTENDED MISTAKE: We understand

usage of this is an ‘unintended mistake’.

Nevertheless, please understand that a mistake is

unintentional. 

BASIC FUNDAMENTALS: Get your basic

fundamentals clear. Basic and fundamentals mean

the same thing. 

IS EQUALS TO: It’s not our fault. This is the

legacy of our math teachers. Either ‘equals’ or ‘is

equal to’ can be used.

DISCUSS ABOUT: Here, let’s discuss about bad

English.

I DIDN’T KNEW: We didn’t know that English

could get so incredulously bad.

DEARS: We totally agree on the fact that the

letter ‘s’ is a bountifully used one. So much so

that Scrabble only awards one point for its usage.

That, nevertheless, doesn’t mean that it can be

used anywhere.G  T

Diwali or DIVA-ali

Lorem Ipsum
STUPIDUM

DURING  DIWALI POST DIWALI

It’s not long before instead of us wearing our

clothes, our clothes start wearing us (down).

Gold, sequin work, semi-precious stones, and

all that rot, rules.

The heavy zarodozi and Kanjivarams leave behind

a lingering effect of heaviness. Cower, tyrannous

garments of the world, cower before the mighty 

pyjama!

‘Excess’orize: Stifling Choker, Rani Haar etc

are our favourites during Diwali. Don’t be

surprised when you see Sharma aunty wearing

a guillotine round her neck.

Sick is the word. Sick. Another look at the gold ring

and you'll smash it to bits (which, though, is not

very easy). Nooses around our necks don’t seem

like an inviting concept anymore, either.

It’s time to follow in the footsteps of Chhota

Bheem. Diwali is, after all, the Big Fat Indian

festival. Big and Fat.

The fruits of our labour manifest themselves as

slight expansion of flesh (especially around the

lower abdomen). It’s all khichdi and moong dal,
though we do manage to slip in a leftover sweet or

two (or five,  or….Oh, never mind)

Everyone from the “cho chweet! Kitna bada

ho gaya hain!” aunty, to the grumpy and easily

offended door-ki-chaachi, from the new

couple with their “pehli Diwali”…everyone is

welcomed with a warm smile.

Sanyas. Total, no-nonsense sanyas. Family

members– not allowed. Friends – not allowed.

Anyone with a box of sweets and a cheesy smile –

not allowed (though we don’t mind if he leaves the

sweets behind).

High spirits and smiles for all. FREE! 

The Great Depression has set in. Holidays are over,

and now its school and office all over again.

Dreams of blowing up school and office buildings

prevail largely. 

Come Diwali and

every Indian has

the opportunity to

make the ‘diva’ in

them shine out,

and to suppress it

equally quickly

once the festivities

are over. Sweta

Sahu, AIS Gur

43, XI B, presents

the before-after
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Suhani Jain, AIS Gur 43, X D

Dear delegates/readers

I
feel immense pleasure in welcoming you all to

the first ever Sweet MUN! After the Diwali ex-

travaganza, we invited all the sweets to discuss

the issue of their highly addictive nature and the rise

in their consumption to unhealthy levels. So, is this

one of those sugar coated discussions? No! There

will be lots of spice and drama! Read on as I hereby

officially declare Sweet MUN 2014-15 OPEN !

Meet the Executive Board
Chair- Mr Apple Tarte Tatin: He has a very good

knowledge of sweets and their flavours. 

Vice Chair- Miss Berry

Clafoutis: The sweetest person

on earth… she gives fair

recognition!

Rapporteur- Miss Cherry

Cheesecake: She plans to

impress with her outstanding looks.

Meet the Delegates
Kaju Katli (KK): The Delegate of Kaju Katli is

determined to out- ‘sweet’ everyone with her wits,

comebacks and fructose coated rebukes. 

Gajar-ka-halwa (GKH): Delegate of Gajar-ka-

halwa was instrumental in adding spice to the

occasional sweet sessions. 

Boondi-ladoo (BL):The Delegate of Boondi-ladoo

is cheerful. At present he is busy making alliance

with Coconut and Besan Ladoo! 

The Committee Session begins
EB: Delegate of Kaju Katli, you have the floor.

Delegate of KK: The Delegate of Kaju Katli is

extremely happy after becoming the bestselling

mithai of the season. It has minimal calories

and irresistible taste packed with goodness .

Delegate of GKH: Point of order! Delegate

of KK just mentioned that it has minimal

calories. The Delegate of GKH has

Haldiram’s report stating that each serv-

ing of KK has 71 calories!

Delegate of KK: Kaju Katli contains

mostly fats from nuts which is less

harmful than ghee. And if the dele-

gate is not wrong….doesn't 50gms of

GKH contain more than 200 calories sir?

EB: Delegate of Gajar-ka-halwa, do you

have something to say?

Delegate of GKH: Ohhh…Chittt!

EB: Alright delegate! Next speaker on the

list is the Delegate of Boondi-ladoo. 

Delegate of BL: The Delegate of Boondi-

ladoo is proud of being the most preferred

sweet. This divine collection of pearl like

boondis garnished with nutritious nuts along

with saffron essence  makes it tempting.

EB: Point noted.

Delegate of GKH: The delegate believes that

no sweet can match its qualities. It

packs taste along with nutrition, all

at once. Which other sweet

possesses the wholesomeness of

carrots? 

EB: Any points of information to the delegate? Yes

Delegate of Boondi-ladoo!

Delegate of BL: Ma’am, are you even aware that a

single serving of Gajar-ka-halwa contains more

than 250 calories? How is it healthy then?

The debate is indeed endless…now it is for you to
decide who wins the Best Delegate!G  T

Pic: Muskaan Manchanda, AIS Gur 43, XI D 

Illustration: Melanie

Kathuria & Vidushhi

Gandhi, AIS Gur 43, XII B

Graphic; Nikhil Gulati, XI A; Illustration: Kavya Sahu & Kavya Gupta, X C, AIS Gur 43

ebate
rama 
essert

A sugar-coated spicy drama that brings

out the real flavour of the debate. Sucrose

meets paprika in this Sweet MUN

GT has given me the opportunity to develop my
nascent journalistic skills.

Daksh Chhokra, AIS Gur 43, XII, Page Editor 


